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FOREWORD
It might sound odd to be opening  new art space with an exhibition named "degeneration". The 

word evokes decay to the Western mind  however this exhibition develops themes of change 

from the norm rather than any decay or lowering of intrinsic standards. It is indeed about the 

inevitable change of standards, of whole societies and ideologies.  "Degeneration" perhaps 

current Chinese art world but to see themselves as part of a wider commentary on the whole 

evolving critical assessment of the plight of humans on the planet.

These are truly stunning works by some of China's  most famous young contemporary artists 

and cinematographers. An experience that will stay in the mind and change the way many think 

of the Chinese perspective. A delight for the senses but a jolt for the mind.

sculpture challenging. It does, however, provide an insight into young Chinese artists views of 

the modern acquisitive, highly materialistic, commercial, increasingly globalised and standardised 

world that is their lot. It offers not only critical assessment but ideas of ways forward.

Mariagrazia Costantino, the curator of the original exhibition in Shanghai from which this 

exhibition is drawn, identified the artists participating in DEGENERATION – Chen Wei, Chen 

Zhou, Cheng Ran, Guan Xiao, Hu Yun, Li Ming, Li Ran, Lu Yang, Ma Qiusha, Ye Linghan  - as 

creation and exhibition. Her work in curating this exhibition is both an incisive review and an 

expansive exploration of the dynamism of art in China today.

Yashian Schauble

Founder and Director

Australia China Art Foundation
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Beijing Bridging Hope Charity Foundation is a non government non profit organization 
established in April 2013, approved by Beijing Municipal Civil Affairs Bureau and with an 
initial fund of RMB 3 million.

The foundation was established by Beijing Austouch Investment Co., Ltd a property 

Austouch has grown rapidly since its founding in 2009. The company is dedicated not 
only to shareholder returns but also to a high level of social responsibility. To increase the 
effectiveness of its social response it set up Beijing Bridging Hope Charity Foundation.

The charter of the foundation is to help the poor and disadvantaged. The scope of operation 
includes poverty alleviation, disaster relief, voluntary service and non-profit organizations 
support.

In the past three the Beijing Bridging Hope Charity Foundation and its founder Austouch has 
donated money and supplies valued over RMB 4,840,000 to China Foundation for Poverty 
Alleviation, Youth League Committee of Lingtai County (Gansu Province),Xinjiang Woman 
and Children’s Development Foundation, China Charities Aid Foundation for Children, 
Central Kindergarten of Wendian Town (Yangxin County, Shandong Province),and many 
other organizations and individuals

BRIDGING HOPE CHARITY FOUNDATION
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The Australia China Art Fotundation (ACAF) was established to promote cross-cultural 
understanding, generate a vital network of creative exchange and build a reciprocal 
awareness of cultures and values between Australia and China. We undertake art exchange 
projects and also bring artists from all over the world to realise our programs in China. 
Our work is primarily education-focused – it is about demonstrating the value of art within 
communities, and to new audiences.

ACAF has launched a pioneering art education program in China, called ARTS CAN DO. 
It brings Australian artists on fellowships to work with the children of migrant workers in 
isolated villages and in the cities. Disadvantaged children are taught and encouraged to 

Arts Can Do has established centres in Xucun and Shanghai. A new centre will open in 
Beijing this year. Arts Can Do gives life changing experiences to children who do not have 
access to the normal education system.

To assist Australian artists ACAF  provides studio and residence spaces in Shanghai  and 
Beijing with support and introductions to the art world in those cities and more widely in 
China.

The  new  ACAF Art Terminal T1 Creative Space in collaboration with Beijing Bridging Hope 
Foundation supported by AUSWIN TWT in Sydney provides not only exhibition space but 
also workshops and meeting areas for the community, artists and collectors. We also have 
a residence and studio space available for both Australian artists developing the Australia 
China dialogue and Chinese artists taking up ACAF residence places.

The T1 Creative Space offers the opportunity for artists and groups to make proposals 
for the use of the space and the development of cooperative projects with the Chinese 
community in Australia and the arts community in China.

AUSTRALIA CHINA ART FOUNDATION



OCAT Shanghai is a multifunctional centre for exhibiting media project by promising Chinese 
and International artists. It was set up as the Shanghai branch of OCAT Shenzhen two years 
ago, in the Suzhou Creek area. With the opening of Yang Fudong’s solo exhibition "Quote 

display and research of Chinese and International Multi Media Art.

Within the next two years this space project is set to develop into one of the biggest and 
best equipped museums for contemporary art in Shanghai and Mainland China. The 
Executive Director at OCAT Shanghai is Zhang Peili, the “godfather of Chinese video art”.

Under the supervision of Zhang Peili and the direction of the Artistic Director and Curator 
Mariagrazia Costantino, it is also a platform for a dialogue and exchange of experiences and 
perspectives in video, photography and sound. 

Here the relation between media is explored, as well as the manifold ways people interact 
and response to it. Inside the OCAT space, works are not only exhibited, but also conceived. 
OCAT thinks it is importance to assess all the aspects of social and urban environment which 
have a direct impact on peoples lives: one of these is certainly “media” and technology in 
all its forms; the other is architecture and the way good architecture can radically impact on 
people’s live.

OCT Contemporary Art Terminal Shenzhen is a division of the He Xiangning Art Museum.  

a national art museum.

OCT CONTEMPORARY ART TERMINAL (OCAT)
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DEGENERATION
The word “degeneration” implies several meanings. The literal one is “deviation from the 

genus” and refers to a process that cannot be stopped, an altered status that makes it 

impossible to go back to the starting point, or even to an intermediary one. Not necessarily 

utterly bad, this is a condition contemporary societies are now confronted with. The other 

temporary meaning conferred on the word derives from its split into two separate parts – 

“de” and “generation”: the prefix “de” is used to indicate (de)privation of something, which in 

this case is the “generation” itself. As a process Degeneration embeds the symptom and the 

cure. 

Although the works by Chen Zhou, Li Ming, Lu Yang and Ye Linghan materialize uncanny, 

slightly sinister atmospheres, "degeneration" is not only and not simply about “monsters.” It’s 

about pushing a language to the limit, exploring the possibility to re-enact reality according 

to one’s own personal criteria, by quoting or altering the content of well-know films and 

video works (Cheng Ran) – with an implicit critical re-evaluation of models – or constructing a 

sophisticated yet immediate photographic image which tells an un-known story (Chen Wei). 

It’s about the derangements of the senses, and how we experience and form knowledge 

in the era of the fast-everything (Guan Xiao); but also about how, throughout history and 

memories – those of our “fathers” – we shape our idea of the world (Li Ran and Hu Yun). 

Finally, it’s about how we let dreams get stained without giving them up, how we fight 

against the evil we perceive, and how we engage our minds and bodies in this struggle (Ma 

Qiusha). 

One of the most remarkable aspects of this exhibition, which follows a plethora 

of shows addressing the generational issue, is that it is made of ten small “solos” 

encapsulated in i t ,  aimed at forming a coherent path that may indicate their 

evolution and possible future directions of each of the ten participating artists. 

8



Part of a genuinely transcultural circuit of art production and exhibition, they are fully aware 

that they represent an unprecedented case within the system of contemporary Chinese art, 

but are also wise enough to know that this cannot be regarded as the main feature of their 

undefined generation. Here lies another interesting contradiction: by denying their belonging 

to a generation, with its plans and requirements, they assess and reinforce their belonging to 

a wider system, which is not only transcultural, but also “transgenerational.”

Some have argued that these artists can be located into a “post-ideological” era, close to 

what Francis Fukuyama has called “The End of History.” However, their refusal to directly 

address politics does not mean that they are disengaged: on the contrary, the more they 

avoid any explicit reference to it, the strongest their awareness of it becomes. Conveying 

a sense of disillusion, almost hopelessness, their works also hint at and harshly criticize 

globalized capitalism, marked by the commodification of ideas and the progressive 

homologation of tastes and needs.

These young artists combine media languages - video and photography in particular – with 

a wide filmic culture, music, pop imagery, to embody their reflections and obsessions. We 

could even talk about dreams, if only this word weren’t terribly inflated. Yet dreams are not 

only about planning a future: they mean relying on the images our minds generate, giving 

them space and the possibility to become real and guide us through the darkness of these 

times, their aberrations, disillusions, and again, degenerations.

Mariagrazia Costantino

Curator
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CHEN WEI

Born in Hangzhou, 1980
Graduated in 2002 from the Zhejiang Media Institute, Hangzhou 
Lives and works in Beijing

Solo exhibitions
2012  Chen Wei: More, Leo Xu Projects, Shanghai;  
           Rain In Some Areas, Galerie Rüdiger Schöttle, Munich, Germany
2011   Tight Rope, Yokohama Creative City Center (YCC), Yokohama, Japan;  
           The Augur's Game, Galleria Glance, Turin, Italy

Selected group exhibitions
2013   Shanghai Surprise: 
           A Group Show on Contemporary Art in Shanghai, chi K11 art space, Shanghai; 
           ON/OFF: China's Young Artists in Concept and  Practice, Ullens Center for  
 Contemporary Art, Beijing
2012   Daily of Concept, A Practice of Life, 
 The Fifth Shanghai Duolun Youth Art Exhibition,    
           Shanghai Duolun Museum of Modern Art, Shanghai; 
           The first "CAFAM·Future" exhibition – Sub-  phenomena:  
           Report on the State of Chinese Young Art, CAFA Art Museum, Beijing

Chen Wei “listens” to the stories a place has to tell: starting from an environment and its 
evocative capacity he turns them into ideas and psychological atmospheres echoing real 
and imagined moments, like in a déjà vu. By doing this, he relieves them from the pressure 
to be unseen, untold and unheard. 

He often captures deteriorated objects and worn-out places, on the edge of extinction or 
caught after some imagined irreparable catastrophe, yet always strangely composed and 
quietly ironic. This is the artist’s peculiar way to render the inevitable sense of degeneration 
time always implies.
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Chen Wei's peculiar construction of an image - and of the story behind it - is re-enacted in 
the recent In the Waves. Exhibited here is the second photograph of a series reproducing the 
(stereo)typical context of a discoteque. Chen is fascinated by places like this, where people, 
particularly youngsters, go with the precise intention of killing time and doing nothing - or 
better nothing that requires specific planning. While moving to the rhythm of the music they 
can stop thinking and don't need to talk to others: it's like the ritual of a modern tribe. Yet 
like in all Chen Wei's works, the self-evidency of the image seems to be endangered and we 
are led to doubt that the space depicted is really what it looks like. What is unquestionable is 
the collectively shared loneliness of the subjects and of an entire generation.

CHEN WEI
In the Waves #2 
Photography
Archival inkjet print
150 x 187.5 cm
2013
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Broken Tomato (2009). A slaughter has been perpetrated but the actors and the signs of 
it are only symbols, as in a parody, or a farcical allegory. Human beings are nowhere to be 
found within this scheme. Even violence becomes a mockery.

CHEN WEI
Broken Tomato 
Photography
Archival Inkjet Print
100 X 130 cm

Fragile (2011). A carefully re-enacted drama and the effect of a smashing force: a blast of 
energy reduces everything into pieces. Behind the glasses and their empty frames there 
should be a person and her existence, but in this case is missing, nowhere to be found... 
therefore the image documents a “posthumous” reality in which only survivors are the artist 
and the viewers.

CHEN WEI
Fragile
Photography
Archival Inkjet Print
75 x 100 cm
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CHEN ZHOU

Born in Wenzhou, Zhejiang, 1987
Graduated in 2009 from the China Central Academy of Fine Arts, Media Art Lab, Beijing. 
Lives and works in Beijing, China

Solo Exhibitions:
2013  I’m not not not Chen Zhou, Magician Space, Beijing
2012   SH Contemporary “Hot Spots Project” 
   (for AIKE-DELLARCO), Shanghai Exhibition Center, Shanghai
2009 Talk, Platform China Contemporary Art Institute, Beijing

Selected Group Exhibitions
2013   Festival ASVOFF6, Centre Pompidou, Paris; 
           My Dear, You Shouldn’t Believe in Fairytales, 
           2P Contemporary Art Gallery, Hong Kong; 
          ON|OFF: China’s Young Artists in Concept and Practice, 
          Ullens Center for Contemporary Art (UCCA), Beijing
2012   Contemporary Visions on China, Yi&C, Taipei; 
          Unfinished Country: New Video from China, 
          Contemporary Arts Museum Houston (CAMH), Houston, USA; 
          The 7th Shenzhen Sculpture Biennale – 
          Accidental Message: Art Is Not a System, Not a World, 
          OCT Contemporary Art Terminal, Shenzhen, China; 
 Moving Image in China 1988-2011, 
 Centro per l’arte Contemporanea  “LUIGI PECCI”, Prato, Italy
2011   Video Art in China – MADATAC, Reina Sofia Museum, Madrid; 
 Little Movement, OCT Contemporary Art Terminal, Shenzhen; 
 XXX-Next 10 years of Contemporary Art, China, Today Art Museum, Beijing; 
 The Personal is Public, AIKE-DELLARCO Gallery, Shanghai;
          In a Perfect World…, Meulensteen Gallery, New York

Chen Zhou works like a filmmaker who instead of writing a film aims at writing a book: the 
result is a mesmerizing, subtly sinister combination of images and words, inner scenarios 
and uttered phrases. Chen is by his admission intrigued by colors, literature and filmmaking, 
as they all entails the possibility to tell a story. But in his works a story always seems to hide 
another one. Stories need identities, and identities need to be combined, getting mystified, 
disguised or (and) disclosed. Chen Zhou’s characters seem suspended in a time-space 
loop, caught between the impossibility to evolve and the desire to escape.
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CHEN ZHOU
Morning
16mm film transferred HD video
Color, sound, 13’
2011

Morning (2011) revolves around the ordinary and mediocre process of eating breakfast 
everyday before going to work. For the artist it’s “like a performance of life mixed with 
mechanical sadness.” The calm man seems to have a tight control on his actions, but not 
on his thought, as the neurotic voice-over denounces. Every day starts irremediably with 
the same premises, not very promising: same meal, same newspaper, same environment 
… suddenly endangered by the question: “What should I do?” 
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CHEN ZHOU
Spanking the Maid II 

HD digital film
Color, sound, 13’
2012

Spanking the Maid (2012) is the screen adaptation of the second part of the homonymous 
novel by the American author Robert Coover. The screenplay describes the “circulatory 
system of power”, and in particular the violence of Media. The color blocks and kitsch 
set seem to match the character’s hypertrophic presence and his ostentation of ill-driven 
strength explicated by the superimposed text.

Along with the neurotic element, Chen Zhou’s works present an irreducible duality: the 
individual’s obsessions versus socially shared clichés. 



程然
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CHENG RAN

Born in Chifeng, Inner Mongolia, 1981
Graduated in 2004 from The China Academy of Art, Hangzhou, China 
Lives and works in Beijing

Solo Exhibitions
2012   CHENG RAN: WHAT WHY HOW, Leo Xu Projects, Shanghai, China; 
2011   Hot Blood, Warm Blood, Cold Blood, 
           Galerie Urs Meile, Beijing-Lucerne, Beijing, China

Selected Group Exhibitions
2012   DAY FOR NIGHT: Between Reality and Illusion, 
           in collaboration with Art21: Season 6 BMCC (CUNY), New York; 
           China Model Home, Rockbund Art Museum, Shanghai; 
           Boy: A Contemporary Portrait, Leo Xu Projects, Shanghai; 
           FCAC Video Project, Hannover, Germany
2011   The Other Wave: Contemporary Chinese Photography, 
           Ben Brown Fine Arts, London
           Video Art in China-MADATAC, Reina Sofia Museum, Madrid

Cheng Ran enjoys playing with existing reality and mimetic re-enactments of it, because 
what he gets from this manipulation is much closer to his own idea of reality. In the parallel 
universe he created, "readymades" of images, sounds and voices are converted into brand 
new works which appropriate the notion of post-modern pastiche, but never in a banal way. 
Objects, sequences and voices gain new meanings in this semantic game of mismatching 
and intentional disappointment of expectations. The "cinematic" quality in Cheng Ran's 
works pertains to the peculiar inner dynamism of images.



CHENG RAN
Following Footsteps
Single channel HD video
Color, sound, 5’06”
2013

Following Footsteps (2013) is a recent video exploring and combining the rhythm of moving 
images with a layered texture of sounds. The scene presented is that of youngsters and 
dancing couples at the seaside. The soundtrack has been manipulated so that instead of 
dance music, fragments of speeches are heard: in particular the quotation “Give Me Liberty 
Or Give Me Death” from the speech delivered by Patrick Henry to the Virginia Convention in 
1775. Rhythmic beats accompany the images, edited and looped accordingly. The striking 
contrast between political content and escapist images may stir a reflection about the 
improbable mixes contemporary society produces and is produced by. At the same time the 
mismatch enhances the semantic implication of images and sounds. 
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CHENG RAN
Chewing Gum Paper
Single channel video
Color, sound, 3’10”
2011

Chewing gum paper (2011). ‘Silver paper balls are scattered on the surface of a drum. 
Jumping and moving along the fragmented record of Martin Luther King’s speech “I Have A 
Dream”, they seem to form a strange and lonely galaxy.’ (Cheng Ran). The little silver balls 
tremble rhythmically, almost inducing a sense of alert and alarm enhanced by the sampling 
of “I have a dream” and the background sound of the crowds. This combination activates a 
new meaning that goes beyond the mythology implied in Martin Luther King’s voice and (in 
this case unseen) image.
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GUAN XIAO

Born in Chongqing, 1983
Graduated in 2006 from Communication University of China, Beijing
Lives and works in Beijing

Solo Exhibitions
2013  Survivors' Hunting, Magician Space, Beijing.

Selected Group Exhibitions
2013   Difference Engine, Magician Space, Beijing;
           ANTENNA SPACE Shanghai Opening Exhibition, Shanghai; 
           Drawing: Expression and Limit, AMNUA Drawing Show Series, 
 Art Museum of Nanjing,  Nanjing University of Arts, Nanjing;
           Video Unchained, AIKE-DELLARCO, Shanghai;
2012   Sunset Vacuum Plug, Taikang Space, Beijing;  
           Accidental Message-Art is not a World, 
 OCT Contemporary Art Terminal, Shenzhen;
           Blind Spots, Yang Gallery, Beijing; 

Like the Phoenician letter "aleph", Guan Xiao is archaic and hypermodern. In her work 
images, words, music and voice are balanced and assembled together through rhythm. For 
Guan, who often uses her voice to directly address the viewer, rhythm is everything: it's at 
the basis of our appreciation of art, it's life but also a philosophy. Rhythm and shape can 
become cognitive modalities and repair the split inbuilt in our vision, which separates and 
recomposes images in front of us.
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GUAN XIAO
4 year old 
Sculpture
Wooden board, stainless steel, resin, iron
2010

Guan Xiao's mixed-media sculpture incorporates cheap objects, imagined as relics from 
her childhood. The assemblage forms a grammatical structure and reflects Guan's peculiar 
modus operandi: the scattered pieces are combined into a whole, just like our memory put 
together scattered pieces of past experiences."4 years old. I don't have memories from 
before 4 years old, 4 years old, simple and sweet, shining with easy little tricks, just as easy 
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GUAN XIAO
David
Three channels video
Colour, sound, 4’43’’
2013

David (2013), Guan Xiao’s more recent work transforms the same accurate investigation 
into form and meaning into a captivating music video. Protagonist of the work is the well-
known “pop star” David – Michelangelo’s David – exhibited inside the Accademia Gallery in 
Florence. 

While denouncing the failing cognitive capacities of people, Guan warns about the dangers 
of brainless consumption, which as Guy Debord has reminded us is also a consumption of 
images (“image became the ultimate form of reification”). ‘I needed to make a video about 
a Renaissance sculpture using downloadable material from Youtube. I thought that being 
Michelangelo’s “David” a very famous masterpiece it would have been easy to find material 
about it. However, against any expectations, to find any suitable material and good videos 
of David actually turned out to be a very arduous process. I realized for example that among 
the those who uploaded videos of David, probably up to 95% had no idea of what they were 
shooting. The majority of tourists could only display one intention: to “register” its presence 
with a photograph, in order to prove that they were there. We “see” with our eyes but this 
is not the most important thing: what really matters is how we mobilize all our senses to 
remember. I wanted to make a satirical statement in a cool way: as the video gradually 
reached its completion, I began to add lyrics that could transmit information in a relaxed 
flow.’

25
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HU YUN

Born in Shanghai, 1986.  
Graduated in 2008 from the China Academy of Art, Hangzhou
Co-founder of the independent art e-journal PDF and Youth Sale Store 
(2010) Triangle Arts Trust; (2011) Supporting artist of British Council CTC Grant 
Lives and works in Shanghai

Solo Exhibitions
2013  Lift with Care, AIKE-DELLARCO Main Space, Shanghai; 
2012  Our Ancestors, Goethe Open Space, Goethe Institute, Shanghai

Selected Group Exhibitions
2013   Evolution: A Question, Yuan Space, Beijing; 
 Cross-Strait Relations, Anna-Maria and Stephen Kellen Gallery, 
 Parsons The New School for Design, New York; 
 The Sun, V Arts Centre Space 1, Shanghai; 
 Revel – Celebrating MoCA’s 8 Years in Shanghai, 
 Museum of Contemporary Art, Shanghai; 
 Alternatives to Ritual, OCAT, Shenzhen; 
 ‘Come Rain or Come Shine’, AIKE-DELLARCO main space, Shanghai; 
2012   The Year of Dragon, Rauma Art Museum, Rauma, Finland; 
 The Unseen – The Fourth Guanzhou Triennale, Guanzhou; 
 Accidental Message - Art is not a system, not a world,  
 The Seventh Shenzhen Sculpture Biennale, Shenzhen;

Hu Yun analyses the mechanisms through which memory is composed, recomposed and 
altered. Many of his art projects take the form of catalogues of objects, scraps of individual 
and collective stories made of scattered piece to put together like in a jigsaw puzzle, or a 
rebus. As an extremely delicate entity, often abused, misused, or simply neglected, individual 
and historical memory is always subject to deterioration and degeneration. By reassembling 
the pieces of it with new unpredictable connections, Hu shows the ways in which individuals 
can regain agency and be active partipants of history. Shanghai, a relatively “young” city, 
gives him a peculiar feeling for history – as something to rescue from an abandoned relic – 
and a distinctive sense of humor. Hu also addresses post-colonialism as inseparable from 
the recent history of China and the problematic encounter between East and West.

27



HU YUN
7 Hours Young Chinese Contemporary Art
Installation
Neon Light
570cm x 30cm
2012

The neon-light installation 9hours Young Chinese Contemporary Art (2012) is a purely 
commercial slogan: there is virtually no difference between it and the signs inside the 
shopping malls.  As a sort of “commodity”, the many shows of young Chinese artists taking 
place every year are measurable according to time of use and “exposition.” To effectively 
prove this mechanism, the number of hours is adjustable to match the requirements of 
different shows – in this case is 9.

28



HU YUN
Revisit Memory 1940/2013
60 slides projection, Digitalized 60x35mm Positive Film
2013

Revisit Memory 1940/2013 (2013) is based on the projection of 60 slides/photographs 
taken during a trip “back to the past”. It witnesses a process, a real and virtual journey Hu 
Yun has undertaken to discover who his grandfather was and is. To react against the silent 
awkwardness of the moments spent with him, Hu started asking him about his past, his 
youth, his life in another place. The man spoke about this very plainly, as if narrating a story. 
Coming to the conclusion that this story was part of what he himself is, Hu decided to make 
a trip to the village near Ningbo his grandparent originally came from, and never went back in 
forty-five years. By going there for the first time the artist has tried to fill a gap, compensating 
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LI MING

Born in Yuanjiang, Hunan, 1986
Graduated in 2008 from the New Media Department of the China Academy of Fine Arts 
Founder and member of Double Fly Art Center (2008)
Member of COMPANY (2008)
Lives and works in Hangzhou.

Solo Exhibitions
2009   XX, Platform China Contemporary Art Institute, Beijing; 
2008   Diary, BizArt, Shanghai.

Selected Group Exhibitions
2013   28 Chinese, Rubell Family Collection, Miami, USA; 
          Antenna Space Opening, Antenna Space, Shanghai; 
          ON/OFF, Ullens Center for Contemporary Art (UCCA), Beijing; 
          Individual Growth-Momentum Of Contemporary Art,   
          Tianjin Art Museum, Tianjin, China; 
2012   GLOBAL GROOVE 1973/2012, 
          Eli and Edythe Broad Art Museum, 
          East Lansing, Michigan, USA; 
          Fictional Recoveries, Pearl Lam Fine Art, Shanghai
 

The absurd actions and tragicomic situations enacted and recorded by Li Ming derive from a 
challenge he poses to sense and interpretation. Li’s reaction to chaos and absence of rules 
around him is the establishment of his own personal rule: a peculiar modus operandi and the 
radical engagement in the exploration of different forms of “behavioural degeneration”, which 
results in a survey into the boundaries of “tolerable” and “understandable.” To control the 
whole process he needs to approach every work in a very rigorous way. Li knows that play 
is a very serious activity, and as such requires a lot of thought. Like a modern Erasmus of 
Rotterdam or a Zen monk, he praises the folly and shows how the instinctual and irrational, 
once disciplined and circumscribed, can lead to a deeper understandings of things.
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LI MING
Nothing Happened Today No.2  video 1 
Single channel video
Color, sound, 24’12”
2012

LI MING
Nothing Happened Today No.2  video 2 
Single channel video
Color, sound, 15’26”
2012

The self-evidence of the statement included the title of this series denies itself. We see 
here again how Li Ming works with paradoxes, and how such a meticulous preparation is 
eventually aimed at acknowledging a banal truth. 

Every “chapter” of the series highlights a process of “awakening.” In the first part, Li 
sails along the shores of the Tongting Lake on a small powerboat, shouting "jintian 
wushi fasheng” (nothing happened today), subsequently recorded on a megaphone and 
reproduced at regular intervals. In the second video, a similar situation is re-enacted on 
a van on the streets of Li’s hometown: shouted in a solemn way, the sentence in this 
context seems to mock the propaganda slogans diffused in the same way. An effect of 
displacement arises from the fact that the content does not match to the context. Because 
the scene is shot from behind the loudspeakers releasing the “message”, viewers are given 
the opportunity to roam the streets with the artist, and meet the puzzled gaze of passers-
by. 
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LI MING
Nothing Happened Today No.2  video 3 
Single channel video
Color, sound, 4’37”
2012

LI MING
Nothing Happened Today No.2  video 4
Single channel video
Color, sound, 9’52”
2012

In the third chapter, the diffusion of the same message is entrusted to a small electric 
dirigible taking it up in the sky. Inside the exhibition space it becomes a big background 
projection evoking the real size of the object. 

In the fourth final chapter, the same characters and pinyin transcription are carved on a 
signboard, set on the back of a bicycle and carried around at different times, in a bare 
landscape along a river, or a snowy field somewhere in the periphery. In the opening and 
closing sequence the board is placed on a balcony and firecrackers burns behind it releasing 
sparks, from sunset to nighttime, the artist sitting in a corner at last, contemplating the 
spectacle. 

These recorded “actions”, linked to the specific time they were made, becomes pages of a 
visual diary.
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LI RAN

Born in Shiyan, Hubei, 1986 
Founder and member of COMPANY (2008)
Graduated in 2009 from Oil Painting Department of Sichuan Fine Arts Institute
Currently lives and works in Beijing

Solo Exhibitions
2013 Another "The Other Story", "Discoveries"- Hong Kong Art Basel, 
 with Aike-dellarco gallery, Hong Kong, China; 
2012 I Want To Talk To You, But Not All Of You, Goethe-Institut Open Space, Shanghai; 
 Pretty Knowledge, Aike-dellarco, Shanghai; 
 Mont Sainte-Victoire, Magician Space, Beijing

Selected Group Exhibitions
2013   Reading, Leo Xu Project, Shanghai, China; 
          FORMER WEST: Notes from Berlin, basis voor actuele kunst (BAK), 
 Utrecht, Netherlands; 
 Off Course – A Narration Between Italy and Greater China, 
 Fondazione Querini Stampalia, Venice;    
          FORMER WEST: Documents, Constellations, 
          Prospects, Haus der Kulturen der Welt (HKW), Berlin, Germany; 
 Alternatives to Ritual – case of OCAT, 
 OCT Contemporary Art Terminal (OCAT), Shenzhen, China; 
 ON/OFF: China’s Young Artists in Concept and Practice, Ullens Center for 
         Contemporary Art (UCCA), Beijing

In his practice Li Ran analyses the recurring patterns inside “modernity.” He seems obsessed 
by the consideration of how the notion “art history” becomes relevant to the actual system of 
art production and circulation. Besides this, what he struggles to find is the inner logic by which 
certain cultural traditions become dominant, whilst other recede and become “subaltern”, to 
borrow Gramsci’s term. 

Li Ran’s work needs to be located in the context arising from different articulations of the post-
colonial theory. As an artist (like his father was), instead of slavishly following the lines prescribed 
by the academic debate he proposes an entirely original interpretation of the subject-matter, one 
that includes the illustration of it and an antidote to its looping spirals. The “Li Ran’s method” 
consists in temporarily taking on the role of people involved in the cycle of cultural production. 
Yet the point is not shifting idly from an identity to another, but to highlight the premises at the 
basis of the construction of social and cultural clichés. The re-enacted naïveté of an old film may 
generate a critical reflection about power and the implantation/imposition of “culture”, but above 
all can help questioning the present and the idea of progress. 
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LI RAN
From Truck Driver to the Political Commissar of the Mounted Troops 
Single-channel video
Black & white, sound, 8’51”
2012 

From Truck Driver to the Political Commissar of the Mounted Troops (2012) vaguely parodies 
the tear-jerking Soviet film The Fate of a Man (Sergey Bondarchuk, 1959). The linear 
narrative is once again deconstructed and made irrelevant: what matters are the modalities 
by which scattered signs echoing a slightly incoherent idea of past (from Bob Dylan’s songs 
to Russian choirs, country music and Stalinist propaganda) become elements of a precise 
lexicon and a biting critique to certain mental habits as well as empty intellectual poses. By 
imitating a certain affected acting style, the artist mocks the nostalgic mood characterizing 
“culture” at present. In fact, although “it hurts to reminisce”, it is a practice many like to 
indulge in.
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LI RAN
Born Again 
Multichannel Split-screen & Out of Sync Mode Installation
Black & white and color, sound, 5’30”
2013

Born Again (2013) is another chapter within Li Ran’s survey into meta-fiction. This time he 
tries the genre of TV documentary: the BBC-style programs where a self-confident and 
persuasive journalist takes the viewer on a virtual journey of discovery into a phenomenon/
fact/figure worth of attention. While questioning the utility of this “products”, ridiculing their 
weary format and patronizing tone, Li Ran carefully reconstructs a credible context – with the 
classic camera-work and insertion of (fake) archive footage – to criticize the way “advanced” 
societies commodify history. The improvised story of an enigmatic Chinese bluesman also 
contests “ethnic” appropriation of art (“Jesus doesn’t care about my color”). The multi-
channel installation and the out-of-synch mode – also meant to reproduce the effect of 
dubbed real TV programs – enhance the sense of fragmentation, so that the viewer is forced 
to find his/her most suitable decoding modality.



陆扬



LU YANG

Born in Shanghai, 1984
BA and MA from the New Media Department of 
the China Academy of Art, Hangzhou. 
Currently lives and works in Shanghai

Solo Exhibitions
2013   Uterus Man, Art Labor Gallery, Shanghai; 
           LU YANG Screening Program, 3331 arts Chiyoda,  Tokyo; 
2011   11th Winds of Artist in Residence Part 2: Lu Yang, Fukuoka Asian Art   
 Museum, Fukuoka, Japan; 
 The Anatomy of Rage (Wrathful King Kong Core) 
 Lu Yang solo exhibition curated by Zhang Peili, 
 UCCA (Ullens Center for Contemporary Art), Beijing; 
 The Project of KRAFTTREMOR, Boers Li Gallery, Beijing; 
 
Selected Group Exhibitions
2013   Rendez-vous 2013, Musée d’art contemporain of Lyon, Lyon; 
 Off Course / Fuori Rotta, Fondazione Querini Stampalia, Venice; 
 THE GARDEN OF FORKING PATHS: 
 Exploring Independent Animation, OCAT Shanghai, Shanghai; 
 Some Like It Hot, Shanghai Gallery of Art, Shanghai; 
 ON/OFF: China's Young Artists in Concept and Practice, UCCA, Beijing; 

There is nothing granted in Lu Yang’s artistic research and resulting imagery: different aesthetics 
and linguistic codes are altered and contaminated, becoming defiant products of her hyperactive 
mind. Lu’s experimental multi-media works include videos, scientific drawings, illustrations and 
installations, and address issues related to science and technology, biology, psychology, religion, 
often introduced through deadpan instruction manuals. 

In her works Lu Yang hybridizes the study of the nervous system – including its degenerative 
diseases – with a certain type of pop culture, like Japanese anime and horror, drawing 
heterogeneous elements from an area that can be generally defined “East Asia.” 

Behind the surface of slick and slightly disturbing images there is a very coherent focus on the 
most aberrant aspects of modern life – growing tendency to a-gendered identities, monstrosity 
of biotechnology and laboratory practices – and awareness of universal unavoidable facts, such 
as the decay matter is subject to. 
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LU YANG
KRAFTTREMOR 
HD Music Video
Color, sound, 4’32’’
2011

“The Project of Krafttremor” (2011) originates from Lu’s observation, study and record of 
various materials from the medical treatment of people affected by Parkinson disease, 
including the direct contact with them and their pathology. The result is a video, Krafttremor, 
reprising the style and atmosphere of electronic music, evoked in the explicit quote of the 
seminal German electronic band called “Kraftwerk” (in some illustrations the patients wear 
the same distinctive attires), in the acid colours and in the computer-generated sounds. The 
project combines the scientific evidence of diagrams with the visual style of an electronic 
music clip made with samples of the frequencies of tremors associated with Parkinson’s. All 
these elements are synthesized in order to present the bodily rhythms of a living thing that 
has lost self-control. 

The project challenges the viewers moral restraints and taboos about illness, together with 
our endurance for (our and other’s) suffering, experimental surgery and decadence of the 
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The other articulated project Reanimation! Frog zombie underwater ballet (2011), including 
like Krafttremor a video, documentaries and digital prints, started in 2009 and was 
accomplished during a residency at the Fukuoka Asian Art Museum. Eventually it takes 
the format of a music video which shows the electrically stimulated bodies of dead frogs 
originally used in medical dissection experiments: the “frog dance” is controlled by Midi 
controller and Midi signal. This work also pays homage to the revolutionary researches of the 
physician Luigi Galvani, who in 1771 opened the ground for the study of bioelectricity when 
discovered that the muscles of dead frogs legs twitched when struck by a spark.

Like a new Doctor Frankenstein, or maybe only fascinated by the possibility to separate the 
normally associated notions of “movement” and “life”, Lu has developed her own strategy to 
exorcize the idea of death, amusing and puzzling the viewers at the same time. 

LU YANG
Rean imat ion !Underwater 
Zombie frog ballet! 
Music Video
Color, sound, 6’06”
Music by Yasuda Takuro
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MA QIU SHA

Born in Beijing, 1982
Graduated in 2005 from Digital Media studio of The Central Academy of Fine Arts, Beijing MFA in 
Electronic Integrated Art,
Alfred University, New York (2008)
Currently lives and works in Beijing

Solo Exhibitions
2013 Raw, Beijing Commune, Beijing; Ma Qiusha, 
          Chinese Arts Centre, Manchester, UK; 
2012   Static Electricity, Beijing Commune, Beijing; 

Selected Group Exhibitions
2013   AUFWACHEN! BESSER MACHEN!, Kleine Humboldt 
          Galerie and Humboldt University, Berlin; 
          Pagyeong: Performances of Video Art, Seoul, Korea; 
         Move on Asia, Video Art in Asia from 2002 to 2012, 
          ZKM, Germany; Fuck Off 2, Groninger Museum, 
         Groningen, The Netherlands; ON/OFF: China's 
          Young Artists in Concept and Practice, Ullens Center 
          for Contemporary Art, Beijing (UCCA), China; 
2012   Unfinished Country - Chinese Video Exhibition, 
          Contemporary Arts Museum Houston, Houston, USA

Ma Qiusha’s works can be seen as a very coherent evolution of the concept of degeneration. 
In her case the stress on the body or behavior is meant to match corresponding social 
phenomena and the awareness of them, but it’s also used as a strategy to counterbalance 
the innate “degenerative” aspect of life. 

Her videos materialize “stained” – hence degenerated – dreams. These are nothing but 
disguised hopes or projected ideals, and as such can be very controversial and oppressive. 
Displaying a condition made of objective physical circumstances and subjective ideas, 
including prejudices, Ma doesn’t seem intimidated by a world in which women can still be 
object of a patronizing attitude. Like her colleagues Guan Xiao and Lu Yang, she does not 
pretend “everything’s fine”, she knows exactly where the problem lies, and it is precisely 
there – in that knot of unspoken truths – that she intervenes to upset a functional order. 
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MA QIUSHA
From No.4 Pingyuanli to No.4 Tianqiaobeili 
Single channel video
Color, sound, 7’54’’ 
2007

From No.4 Pingyuanli to No.4 Tianqiaobeili (2007) is a powerful work. Looking straight in the 
camera, Ma tells about her education, the imposed and self-imposed discipline suffered, and 
the way she reacted to pressure. As she utters these words she seems to blabber slightly. 
Only in the end we find out that she has a razorblade on the tongue, slowly but progressively 
wounding her mouth. 

In less than 8 minutes a young life and the process that led her into art are painfully 
disclosed. Apart from being a filmed performance, this is a confession that – as in a rite of 
passage – turns into its opposite, becoming an affirmation of strength. Remembering is 
painful as understanding is. 
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In the video Must Be Beauty (2009) we see the artist laying on a bed, upside down, 
swallowing all sorts of creams, tonics and beauty products. Watching the action we are 
prompted to think that she can’t be really eating that “stuff” yet at the same time, for a form 
of identification (similar to the “Pavlov effect”), we feel disturbed and full up as we were 
swallowing those products. The work deals with the obsession for beauty, reaching such a 
point that people feel compelled to “interiorize” it in the hope they can be more effective.

The chromatic contrast between red and white comes back in Ma’s recent video Rainbow 
(2013), articulated around the functional opposition of elements and sensations, bringing 
awareness on the fact that a thing may often function as activator of its opposite.

Initially we only catch glimpses of disconnected phenomena: young girls dressed in white 
playing ring-a-ring-o'rose; a row of glasses and a red juice slowly but constantly poured 
from above. As the video progresses, the relation between the two images becomes clear: 
moving in circle the girls squeeze the tomatoes underneath the blades of their ice skates; the 
juice so produced licks into glassed rotating at the same speed and in the same direction 
as the girls. The contamination of white may be an allusion to an irreparable loss of purity, or 
more simply the visual ascertainment of a cause-effect chain.

MA QIUSHA
Must Be Beauty 
Single channel video
Color, sound, 4’08”
2009

MA QIUSHA
Rainbow 
Single channel video 
Color, sound, 3’34’’ 
2013
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YE LINGHAN

Born in Lishui, Zhejiang, 1985
Graduated in 2009 from China Academy of Art
Lives and works in Beijing

Solo Exhibitions
2013  99 GODS, Yang Gallery, Beijing.

Selected Group Exhibitions
2013   THE GARDEN OF FORKING PATHS:    
          Exploring Independent Animation, OCAT Shanghai; 
           Asia-Pacific Triennial of Contemporary Art, Australian  Cinémathèque, Brisbane;
2012   Cynical Resistance, Canvas International Art, Amsterdam; 
          The World of Soul: The First Shenzhen 
          Animation  Biennale, OCT Loft, Shenzhen; 
          Cynical Resistance, Hakgojae, South Korea; 
          9th China Independent Film Festival & The 3rd International Artistic Film Forum, 
          Rcm Art Museum, Nanjing; 
          Holland Animation Film Festival, Utrecht, The Netherlands; 

Ye Linghan is the only artist using animation in this exhibition, yet his work presents a striking 
continuity with the scope and aims of the other artists. His research reveals in fact a constant 
concern for the degenerative aspects of society, in this case declined through the evocation 
of the monetary power and its connection with the construction and manipulation of space. 
Another characteristic of his language is the tendency to apply metamorphic processes 
used to alter, transform or disclose the aspect of things. With the unlimited possibilities of 
manipulation it grants, animation is particularly effective in depicting transformation in time. In 
Ye’s watercolor animations things mutate into others, change their appearance, function, but 
not their value and inner nature. It may seems paradoxical but is actually quite consequential 
that Ye Linghan’s works possess the rare quality of “immediacy”: not bothered by narrative, 
they introduce things as they are, highlighting their deictic evidence. The predominance of 
black and (occasional) dark, monotone music generates obscure atmospheres, embracing 
the viewer with the suffuse glow coming from each projection.

As in the case of the other artists in this exhibition, Ye Linghan’s research reveals a 
constant concern for the degenerative aspects of society, declined through the evocation 
of the monetary power and its connection with the manipulation of space. In his works 
metamorphic processes are applied to alter, transform or disclose the aspect of things. 
With the unlimited possibilities it grants, animation is particularly effective in depicting 
transformation in time. In Ye’s watercolor animations things mutate into others, change their 
appearance, function, but not their value and inner nature. Not bothered by any narrative, Ye 
Linghan’s works introduce things as they are, highlighting their deictic evidence. 
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YE LINGHAN
Rotation and Chrysler 
Digital animation
Black & White, sound, 13’36”
2013

In featuring the towering images of a building, Rotation and Chrysler (2013) is reminiscent 
of Andy Warhol’s film Empire State Building (1964). Apart from its subject, an iconic building 
of New York, it holds a very similar sense of looming decadence in its evocation of obscure 
forces working behind the surface of things. As it rotates, the digital animation reproducing 
the Chrysler Building – an art deco skyscraper completed in 1930 – transforms itself into a 
wide variety of rotating cylindrical or elongated metallic objects such as a screw, a knife, and 
a spring. The degeneration implied here is that of an entire civilization and its symbols; the 
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YE LINGHAN
Last Experimental Flying Object 
Mixed media animation
Black & White, no sound, 7’23’’
2008 

The layered video Last Experimental Flying Object (2008) recurs to a sophisticated 
technology combining a digitally processed photographic image and watercolor animation. It 
deals with the irruption of a biological time into the “material” time of capitalism. The intrusion 
of uncanny, alien elements – whales, airships and submarines floating and flying across what 
looks like an abandoned factory – can induce a sudden revelation about the real essence 
of space, as through these invaders, new possibilities to occupy and interpret it arise, as 
from the juxtaposition of apparently incompatible worlds. At the same time it represent the 
possibility that space became immaterial, traversable from side to side.
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ABOUT AUSWIN TWT
TWT is an international property development company with developments focused on 

developing quality living environments. Our vision is to provide prestige homes and boutique 

apartments within well located and highly sought after areas across Australia and Asia.

About Auswin TWT’s St Leonard's Village Precinct.

Our St Leonard's project will consist of immaculately designed apartments, ideal for first 

homebuyers, families, empty-nesters and investors looking to start or grow their property 

portfolios.

Our developments probvide a wide range of high quality and creative amenities such as 

creative workshops, art galleries, an outdoor cinema, leading edge workspaces, vibrant 

hospitality and abundant open grass spaces for the St Leonard's community - a world class 

‘modern village’.

We also engaging with the local council’s arts and cultural programs to add to the cultural 

voice of North Sydney Council LGA and to contribute to the sustained growth and 

revitalisation of St Leonards.
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ABOUT THE CURATOR - MARIAGRAZIA COSTANTINO

a BA in Chinese Studies (University of Rome La Sapienza), an MA degree in Media and Film 

(SOAS, University of London) and a Ph.D. in Film Studies (Roma Tre University). Her Ph.D. 

dissertation, which she completed during a programme as a visiting scholar at SOAS, concerns 

and studied Mandarin at the Peking University. She co-authored the book Arte Contemporanea 

Cinese (Electa, 2006), and is a main contributor for World Film Locations: Beijing (Intellect Books, 

2012) and the upcoming World Film Locations: Shanghai. She is currently artistic director at 

OCAT, OCT Contemporary Art Terminal Shanghai.

She is currently artistic director at OCAT, OCT Contemporary Art Terminal Shanghai.
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